
Sharing some comments from first-time retreat participants: 

"A Journey worth Taking – Reflection on 2016 Nov Retreat 

On November 18th I undertook a long journey to attend the monthly Amitabha weekend Pure Land 
Buddhism Retreat at the Amitabha Buddhist Centre, Nanango. The retreat, which started on Friday evening 
and finishing on Sunday, provided me with a thorough, yet comfortable introduction to the practice of Pure 
Land Buddhism. 

The ‘leader’ of the centre, Celine, is a wise teacher; a giving host, exquisite cook and simply a kind person. 
Briefly, the retreat was structured as follows: 

Friday = arrival; dinner; & informal introduction to the practice; 

Saturday = intensive meditation (walking and sitting) with two recorded talks about Pure Land by Venerable 
Wuling; 

Sunday = participation in the morning session of meditative practice from 9-12pm which was followed by 
lunch. 

The accommodation was very comfortable and the vegetarian food impeccable. The location, while far from 
Brisbane, is perfect for those who wish to enjoy travelling through the Australian beautiful countryside and 
who appreciate the spectacular views of mountain range. 

For me it was wonderful to interact with Celine, the local practitioners and the other retreat attendees. Of 
course however, there was also much time for inner reflection and peace. 

I loved every minute of the retreat and learned much about myself and how to calm my mind in times of 
stress. I highly recommend this retreat for those who need time out from our hectic world, and who are 
interested to experiencing true Buddhist practice. I hope very much to attend the next retreat. 

Best wishes and Amituofo," 

by Natalia K. 

"I really enjoyed the weekend retreat and found it quite interesting, and also got a lot out of the two days. I 
found everyone to be kind, warm and welcoming and appreciated the great generosity and hospitality given 
by the hosts." 

Darren I. 

 


